
WALLMAN-TYPE COMPACTIFICATIONS

CHARLES M. BILES1

Abstract. All spaces in this paper are Tychonoff. A Wallman

base on a space X is a normal separating ring of closed subsets of X

(see Steiner, Duke Math. J. 35 (1968), 269-276). Let T be a com-

pact space and £ a Wallman base on T. For XCZT, define £x

= {Ar)X\AE£}.
Theorem 1. If X is a dense subspace of T, then T = w£x iff

cItAHclrB = 0 whenever A, S£& and AC\B = 0.
Theorem 2. T = w£xfor each dense XCZT iff T = w£y for each

dense YQTwhere T- 7££.

From these theorems we show that every compact .F-space and

every compact orderable space is a Wallman compactification of

each of its dense subspaces.

1. Introduction. The Wallman base concept, first initiated by

H. Wallman [W] in 1938, has been successfully used by Frink [3],

Alo and Shapiro [l], Brooks [2],Hager [4], E. Steiner and A. Steiner

[8], [9], and others. An important reference is the text Rings of con-

tinuous functions [Gj] which exploits Wallman's method in con-

structing the Stone-Cech compactification. We shall rely on these

references for background, definitions and terminology.

The chief motivation for this paper is an answer to the question:

Can every Hausdorff compactification of a Tychonoff space be con-

structed by Wallman's method? We provide some partial solutions.

All topological spaces in this paper are Tychonoff. The space P is a

compactification of X (denoted TEcX) means P is a compact ex-

tension of X. When referring to an extension T of X, we may (and do)

take A as a subspace of P (tacitly assuming the necessary embedding

maps). Accordingly, we shall write Pi = T2 when Pi and T2 are equiva-

lent compactifications of a given space. The notation TEwX (T£zA)

means P is a Wallman compactification (z-compactification) of X.

We reserve (3X for the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Finally,

clxA and intx^4 denote the closure and interior, respectively, of

A in A.
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2. Wallman bases on compact spaces. The collection £ ol subsets

of A is a lattice on A means that 0, X E £ and £ is closed under finite

intersections and unions [2]. We first provide necessary and sufficient

conditions for a lattice on a compact space T to be a Wallman base

on T.

2.1. Lemma. Let £ be a lattice on the compact space T which is a base

for the closed subsets of T. Let Pi and P2 be disjoint closed subsets of T.

Then there exist disjoint A, BE£ such that FiEA and F%EB.

Proof. For each pEF2 select APE£ such that FiEAp and pET

— Ap. Then { T — Ap\ pEF2} is an open cover for P2. Since P2 is com-

pact, select pi, ••• , pnEF2 such that {T — AVk\k = l, ••-,«} is a

finite open cover for F2. Define A =f){APk\k = l, ■ • ■ , n}. Then

AE£, FiEA and AC\Fi = 0. Applying this procedure to P2 and A,

we obtain BE£ such that PiC^, P2CP and AC\B = 0.

2.2. Theorem. Let T be a compact space. Then £ is a Wallman base

on T iff £ is a lattice on T which is a base for the closed subsets of T.

Proof. Suppose £ is a lattice on T which is a base for the closed

sets. By 2.1, £ separates points and closed sets in P. It then suffices to

show that £ is a normal lattice. Let A and B be disjoint £-sets. Since

T is a normal space, select disjoint open sets G and TT in T covering

A and B, respectively. Since A and T — G are disjoint closed subsets

of T, as are B and T — H, we use 2.1 to obtain C, DE£ such that

T-GEC, AC\C=0, T-HED and BC\D = 0. Then AET-C,
BET — D and C\JD=T; i.e., £ is a normal lattice. This completes

the proof.

For T a compactification of A, we now provide a necessary and

sufficient condition that T = w£x, where £ is a Wallman base on T

and £x= {^4P\A| ^4E£} • To facilitate the discussion, we use the

notation: for T a compactification of A, £ a lattice on A and 11 an

£-ultrafilter, <\l^>t means |~) {c\TA \AEC&} = {t} ■

2.3. Lemma. Let TEcX and £ a lattice on X. Suppose for each tET

there exists c\lEw£ such that It—>t. Then clTAr\c\TB = 0 whenever

A, BE£ and AC\B = 0 iff c\T(Ar\B) =c\tAC\cItB for each A, BE£.

Proof. Suppose c\TAC\c\TB = 0 whenever A,BE£ and AP\B = 0.

Let A, BE£. It suffices to show that clTAr\clTBEc\T(Ar\B). This

is obvious if c\TAr\c\TB = 0. Suppose tEc\TAC\clTB. Select 1lEw£

such that 11—H. We show 4GH- If not, select CEH such that

AC\C=0 [2, 2.1]. Then c\tAC\c\tC=0 by hypothesis. But
/Ecljv4C\clrC since CEIL and 11—^t. From this contradiction, we
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conclude A £01. Similarly P£01. Hence, 4nP£0l and tEclT(AC\B).
This completes the proof since the converse is obvious.

2.4. Theorem. Let TEcX and £ a Wallman base on T. Then

T = w£x iff c\TAC\clTB = 0 whenever A, BELX and AC\B = 0.

Proof. Suppose clr^4nclrP = 0 whenever A, BE£x and AC\B
= 0.

First, we show for each tET there exists 0l£w£x such that 01—rt.

Let tET and define ff= {P££| tE'mtTB}. Then fj is an £-filter and

i£intr(cIr(PnA)) for each P£!T. Since <SX= {Bf^X\BE$} has the

finite intersection property, select 0t££x such that 5\arC0l. Then

0^C\(clTV\ F£0l}Cn{cl7.P|P£grx} = {t}. Hence, 0l£w£x and

01—rt. By 2.3, condition (i) of Brooks' theorem [2, Theorem 4.2, p.

167] holds.
Second, we show £x is a normal lattice on X. Let A, P££ where

Ar\BC\X = 0. Then c\T(AC\X)r\clT(Br\X) = 0 by hypothesis.
Using 2.1, select A', P'££ such that c\T(Ar\X)EA', c\T(BC\X)EB'

and AT\B' = 0. Since £ is a normal base on T, select C, P££ such

that A'ET-C, B'ET-D and CVJD = T. Since clr(^nA)£P-C
and clT(Bf~\X)ET-D, then we have AC\XEX- (CC\X), BC\XEX
-(Df~\X), (C(~\X)\J(Dr\X)=X and CC\X, Dl^XE£x- Hence, £x
is a normal lattice on A.

Using the above techniques, conditions (ii) and (iii) of Brooks'

theorem [2, Theorem 4.2] are similarly verified. Hence, T = w£x-

Since the converse holds immediately from Brooks' theorem, the

proof is complete.

3. Dense Wallman bases. Let £ be a lattice on P. For SET,

define £s= {Ar\S\AE£}- Also, B is a co-£ set in P means B is the

complement of an £-set; i.e., there is an £-set A such that B = T — A

(denote B = cotA ).

3.1. Theorem. Let £ be a Wallman base on the space P. Then £x is

a Wallman base for each subspace X of T iff £y is a Wallman base for

each co-£ set Y in T.

Proof. Suppose £Y is a Wallman base on Y ior each co-£ set Y in

P. Let A be a subspace of P. Then £x is a lattice on X which is a base

for the closed subsets of A. It remains to show that £x is normal. Let

A, B E £x such that AC\B = 0. Select Au Pi£ £ such that A = Aif^X
and B=BiC\X. Then XES = coT(Axr\Bx). Let A2 = AXC\S and

B2 = BXC\S. Then A2C\B2 = 0. Since £s is a Wallman base on S,

select Cx, Pi££ such that C= CXC\S, D = DxC\SE£s where ^2CcosC,
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T7CcosTJ> and CVJD = S. Now cotCiC^cotD^S = 0 since (coTE)f\S

= coT(Er\S) for each EE£- Thus AEcox(Cif^X), PCcoxCDiHA)

and (CiC\A)W(T7.C\A) = A. Hence, £x is a normal base on A.

Similarly we obtain

3.2. Theorem. Let £ be a Wallman base on the space T. Then £xis

a Wallman base for each dense subspace X of Tiff £y is a Wallman base

for each dense co-£ set Y in T.

3.3. Theorem. Let T be a compact space and £ a Wallman base on

T. Then T = w£x for each dense subspace X of T iff T = w£Y for each

dense co-£ set Y in T.

Proof. Suppose T = w£Y for each dense co-£ set F in T and let A

be a dense subspace of T. We apply 2.4. Let A, BE£x such that

AC\B = 0. Select Au PiE£ such that A=AiC\X and B=BiC\X.
Then F = cor(^4i^T>i) is a dense co-£ set in P. Define A2 = AiC\Y

and B2 = BXC\Y. Since A2C\B2 = 0 and T = w£Y, then c\TA2r\clTB2

= 0 by 2.4. But A Cclr,42 and PCclrT7; so, c\TAr\c\TB = 0. Hence,

T = w£x by 2.4.

4. Compact Pspaces. We now apply the previous theory to show

that every compact Pspace (i.e., disjoint cozero sets are completely

separated [Gj]) is a z-compactification of each of its dense subspaces.

The ring of all continuously extendable functions from a space A to

an extension T is denoted by E(X, T).

4.1. Theorem. Let T be a compact F-space. Then T is a z-compacti-

fication of each of its dense subspaces.

Proof. We apply 3.3. Now Z [T] is a Wallman base on P. Let F be

a dense cozero set of P. Then C*(Y)=E(Y, T) [GJ, 14.25 (5)] and

so P = clrF = j3F [GJ, 6.5 (II)]. Also $Y = wZ(Y) [GJ, 6.5], so
T = wZ(Y). And Z(Y)= {zr\Y\ZEZ(T)} since F is z-embedded in

P [5, Theorem 3]. By 3.3, T = wZ(X) for each dense subspace A in T.

This completes the proof.

We remark that if A is cr-compact and locally compact, then /3A — A

is a compact P-space [GJ, 14.27]. So (3R—R and (5N—N are z-com-

pactifications of each of their dense subspaces, where R denotes the

reals and N the positive integers with their usual topologies. Also if F

is a dense cozero set of a compact space T, then f3 Y — Y is a z-compac-

tification of each of its dense subspaces [GJ, 14(0.2)].

5. Orderable compact spaces.

5.1. Theorem. Let T be an ordered compact space. Then T is a Wall-
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man compactification of each of its dense subspaces.

Proof. Let g be an order on P compatible with the topology for

P. Let A be a dense subspace of T. The left endpoint a of the interval

[a, b] in Pisadmissable means either aEX or [a, b] is a neighborhood

of a in P. The right endpoint b of the interval [a, b]in T is admissable

means either bEX or [a, b] is a neighborhood of b in P. Let £ be the

lattice on P of finite unions of closed intervals with admissable end-

points. Clearly A is £-dense. By 2.2 and [l, Theorems 3] it then

suffices to show that £ is a base for the closed sets in P. Let P be a

closed subset of T and pET—F.

Case l.p<t for each tEF. Let t' = iniTF. If t'EX, then [tf, lT]E&

(lr = suprP), PC [tf, 1T] and pE [?, It]. Suppose t%X. If xE(p, t')

r\X, then [x, 1T]E£, FC[x, It] and p$[x, 1,]. If (p, t')C\X = 0,
then [tf, 1T] is a P-neighborhood of tf. So [tf, lr]££, PC [tf, It] and

PE[?,It].
Case 2. t<p lor each tEF. Let t' = supxF and proceed as in Case 1

obtaining qE [tf, p) such that [0T, q]E£ (0T = inlTT), FE [Or, q] and

PE[0t, q].

Case 3. There exists qx, q2EFsuch that qx<p<q2. Let Pi= {<£p|^>

</} and P2= {<£P| *<^}- Then Pi, P2 are disjoint closed subsets of

T and FX\JF2 = F. Apply Case 1 to p and Pi obtaining txET such that

[tx, lr]££, FiC[*i, lr] and p(£[h, 1T]- Apply Case 2 to F2 and p

obtaining t2ET such that [0r, h]E£, F2E [0T, t2] and p£[0T, *»].

Then [0r, t2]\J[tx, lr]££, PC [0r, h]KJ[h, 1T] and p£[0r, /,]
^J[ti, It]. Hence, £ is a base for the closed subsets of P. This com-

pletes the proof.

5.2. Theorem. Let X be an ordered space and let T be the maximal

ordered compactification of X. Then P£zA.

Proof. For the existence of P, see [6]. P has the following prop-

erty: if tET — X, then there exists FCA such that either t = suprY

or t = infT Y, but never both. Let £ be the lattice on P of finite unions

of sets of the form/-1(a) where/: T—> [0, 1 ] is continuous and increas-

ing, cj£ [0, 1] and if tEf~l(a)n(T-X), then f~\a) is a neighborhood

of t in P. Using the method of the previous theorem, it is straight-

forward to show that £ is a Wallman base on P and that A is £-dense.

By [l, Theorem 3], T = w£x. Hence, P£zA since £EZ(T).

Although we have shown that the maximal ordered compactifica-

tion of an ordered space is a z-compactification, we have not been able

to show this for arbitrary ordered compactifications.
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